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The fort reached its maximum population in January , when the headquarters and companies B, C, D, G, H, and I of the
Second Cavalry were all stationed there, with Col. Albert Sidney Johnston in command. Twenty officers stationed at Fort
Mason before the Civil War became generals.

After the Mexican War and the annexation of Texas by the United States, the population of the state began to
increase rapidly, but the increasing numbers were crowded into a limited area because Indians controlled the
majority of the state. To open new areas and provide protection for settlers, in the United States War
Department authorized a line of army forts from the Rio Grande to the Red River. Hardee, assisted by Richard
Austin Howard , on July 6, Hardee left the actual establishment of the post to Bvt. Merrill and companies A
and B of the Second Dragoons. The post was most likely named either for Lt. Mason, who was killed at
Brownsville during the Mexican War, or for Gen. Richard Barnes Mason, who died only a year before the fort
was established. During the next ten years, or until the beginning of the Civil War , the fort played an
important part in settlement of the area. Settlers at first stayed close to the fort, but as the aggressive attitude of
the military became apparent, additional settlers located farther from the post. The Indians-Kiowas, Lipan
Apaches, and Comanches-were driven farther away and began making fewer raids into the settlements. The
fort was closed several times during that decade, first in January It was reoccupied by Company A, First
Dragoons, from March to May and was occupied by various companies of the Second United States Cavalry
from January 14, , to March 29, , when it passed into the hands of the secessionists. Albert Sidney Johnston in
command. Twenty officers stationed at Fort Mason before the Civil War became generals. Twelve fought for
the Confederacy, eight for the Union. Kirby Smith, George H. Hardee, and Philip St. Fort Mason was
designated regimental headquarters for the Second Cavalry several times. For a short period during the
Confederate Army held men prisoner, mostly civilians accused of being Union sympathizers, in the fort.
During August they were marched to Austin. Indian depredations during the Civil War and immediately
afterward were worse than they had ever been. The area was terrorized by killings, thefts, and nuisance raids.
Texas state troops and minutemen had been unable to cope with the problem. John Porter Hatch was the
commanding officer. The fort was repaired and improved through the use of civilian artisans and military
labor. Reconstruction lawlessness also affected military personnel; a large number of desertions and
courts-martial were reported. Cavalry were replaced with soldiers from the Thirty-fifth Infantry over a period
of time. The last inspection of the fort occurred on January 13, The report listed twenty-five buildings, mostly
vacant and in need of repair; only sixty-nine men were present. The order to close the fort was carried out on
March 23, During the state of Texas organized several companies of frontier forces. Hunter, later county
judge of Mason County, was in command for most of that year. During the next year the forces were
disbanded or moved, and for the last time the fort was closed. Although the fort buildings and land became
private property, the rock buildings were gradually dismantled by local citizens. Many early homes in the
town of Mason contained material from the fort. Many people contributed and assisted in the building. Today,
this building belongs to the Mason County Historical Society. Margaret Bierschwale, Fort Mason, Texas
Cavalry in Texas Hillsboro, Texas: Hill Junior College Press,
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Fort Mason was established July 6, in what later became Mason County. It was named in honor of Lieutenant George
Thomson Mason, United States Army Second Lieutenant killed in the Thornton Affair during the Mexican-American War
near Brownsville, April 25,

I work in San Francisco, and am always looking for a new place to stuff my face. SF has an over abundance of
sandwich spots, so the competition is real. I like that the store is off the beaten path slightly off of Lombard ,
thus, no crazy wait or lines. I arrived at the establishment just slightly after noon, and was greeted by the lady
working the deli counter. She was friendly, and she washed her hands. Their menu is large-- they offer quite a
few different sandwiches, burgers, salads, and piroshkis. The presentation was gorgeous, and wrapped
perfectly for the person on the go. Though the establishment is a small, corner market, they really pack it well
with many assorted drinks, chips, booze, cigs, and candy. I walked in here at 9: Texted her some pics of the
products and he started harassing me to buy something or get. I was in the store for less than 10 minutes. He
literally told me "for a pint of ice cream Just get the hell out of my store. Clean corner store in the marina"
they need to get there game on or sell it!! I have been going to this store for many years. You would expect
them them to be family by now. I bought a Ghirardelli chocolate from them called Intense Dark - moonlight
mystique. As you can see in the photos, the chocolate was broken upon opening. The lady 50 percent owner
replaced it. However, the second chocolate was broken too. I went to the store today, Saturday afternoon and
there are two guys working there. One is the other owner and the other man has been working there since
many years. I showed him the broken chocolate and he says I broke it. The owner tells me to come back again
tomorrow to take it up with the lady who replaced my chocolate. They decline to replace it and ask me to
come tomorrow. I agree with previous reviews that the guy at the counter is very rude. Today I saw the other
owner who owns fifty percent of the store. And he was also rude. I believe both these guys are from Algeria
and assholes. Do not go to this store. Had some lasagna to go lunch and dinner it shall be. Dean was courteous
and efficient, the other food selections looked delicious! After a verbal altercation which included him
screaming at me about change, I left and went around the corner to make my purchase. Walking back to my
home, the owner is outside smoking a cigarette, and proceeds to scream at me telling me how dare I, and other
profanity. See you never fort mason market. Sandwiches filled with sliced chicken breast, mustard, lettuce,
pickles and hummus thanks for the mayo swap! Packed dish of penne pasta soaked in a slightly spicy tomato
sauce plus a chicken kebab skewer with five huge chunks of poultry. Loved the pasta but wished the chicken
had been leaner. Extra points for the friendly service. This fort should hold up quite well. Use it where you
will get good customer service and appreciated for shopping at their establishment. The lady was super fast
and efficient. Plus she was very friendly! I was in a rush to go to work and she made my Peppered Turkey
Sandwich less than 5 minutes. The only thing I dislike about this place is the guy that works there Nice stop
along greenwich to pick up a candy bar or beer before heading home. Or to grab a sandwich from their deli.
Knocking off a star for that! The guy behind the counter is always watching TV, so dont be alarmed when you
feel like someone is crouching behind the counter haha standard convenience store feel -Hungry Hungry
Pongy Totally paranoid! I was just going for my usual convenient refreshment while doing laundry at
Greenwich Clean Time when the owner yelled at me for attempting to Instagram an unusual Duracell battery
package. My co-workers warned me to not go here, saying the quality of sandwiches had deteriorated since the
change in ownership. Boy, do I wish I had heeded their advise. Instead, I had to choke down an awful
sandwich -- the bread was stale, with a weird hole in the bottom, almost like a rat had eaten part of it, and the
meat was nothing to write home about. I gave this store a 4 only because its good but not really great. We got
cheese burgers with fries. They were good and we would go back again because they are close by and serves
hot food. I noticed there prices on wine and spirits are a little on the high side though! And all of the
Columbus meat and deli cheeses are sliced up fresh for your order. Really weird experience here. I came in
and tried to order a turkey sandwich. The guy at the register acted like I was asking him to take out my
garbage. He shot me dirty looks the whole time I was there. Then he started mumbling swear words in Spanish
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while making the sandwich. I asked very nicely by the way. He just kept swearing and mumbling under his
breath the whole time. I felt uncomfortable by this time and told him I had changed my mind and left. Who
knows what kind of sandwich I would be getting? This place is NOT the deli it used to be. They raised prices
and barely put any meat on the sandwiches. No one in there is friendly like Sam was. Seriously love this place.
Hands down, the best place to grab a quick snack on the go. George is the man here. Hilarious guy and great
sandwich maker. Now owned by a really nice family who have completely re-done the place. Since I live
across the street, I stop in here all the time. The owners are friendly and always wave when they see me. OK,
so Sam sold the place some months ago. One day while walking by I noticed that they are now offering
lunches, so I went yesterday. I was so stuffed from my lunch that I just had a little soup for dinner. My
co-worker saw what I was eating so walked down to get a burger for herself. We are in complete agreement- a
great lunch spot. New owners- very friendly. The place looks much better. I loved Sam and his sandwiches but
his shelves were a little sparse and dusty. Not anymore- completely redone inside with a much better selection.
Overall, a great addition to the neighborhood. This place is great. The sandos have so much on them not just
toppings but meat I wish I could only get a half. And it is only about 4 bucks. The best part of all though is
Sam. Not sure who George is as Sam is the man behind the counter. Everyone knows him, everyone loves
him. A neighborhood icon to say the least. Learn more 27 reviews.
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The Second United States Cavalry, one of four new regiments approved by Congress on March 4, , was
organized specifically for service on the Texas frontier. It was an elite organization. The troopers rode the
finest horses and were issued the latest equipment and firearms. Lee commanded the regiment on three
occasions-first during the spring of , when the unit was organizing; second during the fall of , when Colonel
Johnston was reassigned to campaign against the Mormons in Utah; and finally in the winter of â€” The
Second Cavalry was Robert E. The regiment left Jefferson Barracks, near St. Hardee took a detachment of
four companies to establish Camp Cooper on the Clear Fork of the Brazos in what is now Throckmorton
County, and the rest of the regiment continued south to establish regimental headquarters at Fort Mason in
January During its stay in the Lone Star State, companies of the regiment were involved in some forty
engagements along the western and northern frontiers of Texas and along the Rio Grande, fighting Apaches,
Comanches, Kiowas, and Mexican marauders. Using Texas as a base of operations, the Second Cavalry staged
two major raids against the Comanche villages north of the Red River in Kansas Territory, one in October and
the other in May The most significant engagement fought by the regiment in Texas was the battle of Devils
River, July 20, On that date Lt. It was estimated that of a party of fifty warriors nine Indians were killed and
at least double that number injured. The cavalrymen counted seven casualties. Hood himself suffered a painful
wound when an arrow pinned his hand to his saddle. As a result of the secession crisis the regiment was
ordered out of Texas in late February and left the state via Indianola during March and April. Upon its return
north the Second Cavalry, now under the command of Maj. Thomas, was assigned to Carlisle Barracks,
Pennsylvania. When the mounted units of the United States Army were reorganized in the fall of , the Second
Cavalry became the Fifth Cavalry, the designation by which it is known today. The Second Cavalry had five
years of distinguished service on the Texas frontier and border. It had driven the Indians far beyond the fringes
of settlement and had attacked and defeated the Comanches deep in their heartland. It had also helped the
Texas Rangers to combat Juan N. Cortina , and to bring peace to the lower Rio Grande valley. Thorough in
reconnaissance, persistent in pursuit, and successful in battle, the Second United States Cavalry made a
significant contribution to Texas frontier history. Van Nostrand, ; rpt. Cavalry in Texas Hillsboro, Texas: Hill
Junior College Press,
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two of the highly respected writers/historian authors of this history of Texas' bulwarks of military protection - Fort
Belknap.

The Indians were driven further away and began making fewer raids on the settlements. The fort was closed
several times during that decade, first in Jan It was reoccupied by Company A, 1st U. Dragoons , from March
to May and was occupied by various companies of the 2nd U. Cavalry from 14 Jan , to 29 Mar , when it
passed into the hands of the secessionists. Cavalry were all stationed there, with Colonel Albert Sidney
Johnston in command. Twenty officers stationed at Fort Mason before the U. Civil War became generals.
Twelve fought for the Confederacy, eight for the Union. Kirby Smith , George H. Thomas , Robert E. Hardee ,
and Philip St. Fort Mason was designated regimental headquarters for the 2nd U. It was Colonel Robert E.
Army before the Civil War. Civil War The fort was abandoned from to For a short period during the
Confederate Army held men prisoner, mostly civilians accused of being Union sympathizers. Indian
depredations during the war and immediately afterward were worse than they had ever been. The area was
terrorized by killings, thefts, and nuisance raids. Texas state troops and minutemen were unable to cope with
the problem. Cavalry , reoccupied the fort. General John Porter Hatch was the commanding officer. The fort
was repaired and improved. The Cavalry was replaced with soldiers from the 35th U. Infantry over a period of
time. The last inspection of the fort occurred on January 13, The report listed twenty-five buildings, mostly
vacant and in need of repair; only sixty-nine men were present. The order to close the fort was carried out on
23 Mar Hunter was in command for most of that year. During the forces were disbanded or moved, and for
the last time the fort was closed. Several homes in town were built with the stone from the fort.
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Fort Mason was established in , and was Robert E. Lee's last command post in the U.S. Army. Albert Sidney Johnson,
John Bell Hood, and Edmund Kirby Smith also served here prior to their service in the Civil War.

Formed, , from Kanawha. Named for George Mason. Here Virginia frontiersmen, under Gen. Andrew Lewis,
cleared way for American independence, , by defeating federated western tribes under Chief Cornstalk.
Originally included several of the present counties of West Virginia. Named for William H. Cabell, Virginia
governor, WV 2 missing Title: Settled by the Germans and Scotch-Irish. Samuel and Pamela Clemens,
grandparents of "Mark Twain", settled here in Samuel was accidently killed in at a "house-raising". WV 62,
Lakin Title: Near here stood the blockhouse built by Captain Isaac Robinson in Indians attacked the fort soon
after its erection but the little garrison drove them away. Robinson had spent 12 years as an Indian captive and
was a noted border scout. WV 62 north of Pt. On pinnacle feet E. He was conspicuous for his operations in the
Shenandoah Valley, and for his raids into Maryland and Pennsylvania. He fought at Petersburg and Five Forks
and on the retreat to Appomattox, cut his way through Federal lines before the surrender. Paroled at
Charleston, West Virginia at close of the War. WV 2, below cemetery at Henderson missing Title: Harmony
Baptist Church County: Congregation, affiliated with American Baptist churches, met in the Sullivan Meeting
House from After , meetings alternated with Harmony Meeting House. Present sanctuary was the original
church built and dedicated in US 35, 15 miles south of Pt. May Moore Mound County: This is one of the
larger burial mounds in the State. It has never been properly excavated, but was probably built by the Adena
people between B. Several smaller mounds can also be seen in this area. WV 2, 2 miles north of Ben Lomand
Title: This is part of the 16, acre tract surveyed by order of Washington for General Hugh Mercer. They were
officers in the Revolutionary Army. Revolutionary War Adjutant in Col. He was born in Fairfax Co. WV 2,
north of Ashton Title: Born , died Soldier in the Revolution and the first white settler in Cabell County.
Blazed trace from Saint Albans to Chillicothe which bears his name. This was the first road that came into
Cabell and Mason counties. Hannan owned acres of land in these counties. He is buried in private cemetery
nearby. WV 2, just north of Cabell County line Title: The nearby highway is part of route traversing W.
Pleasant, east part of Krodel Park, 2. Daniel Boone, noted scout and Indian fighter, operated trading post here,
He was scout for General Lewis enroute to Point Pleasant, Pleasant near west entrance of Krodel Park, 2.
Jesse Bennett, whose Caesarean operation on his wife, , was the first in America. Bennett, colonel of Virginia
Militia, , refused to aid Blennerhassett, Burr in their ambitious plan. Pleasant, Wv 62 and 9th Street, 0. Lakin
State Hospital County: Established in by an act of the Legislature. Opened for colored patients in and
integrated in In , the Hospital acquired the former Boys Industrial School. A rehabilitation center has since
been added to the Hospital. George Rogers Clark County: The conquest of the Northwest by his little army of
men is ranked among the greatest exploits of all history. Fort Blair was built here in and later Fort Randolph,
the center of Indian activities, Here are graves of "Mad Anne" Bailey, border scout, and Cornstalk, Shawnee
chief, held hostage and killed here in About was proposed as the capital of a new colony, "Vandalia. La Salle,
; Celeron, ; Gist, ; and Washington, Daniel Boone had a trading post here. Organized at Barboursville, Sept.
Served with the Guyandotte Battalion until Jan. Point Pleasant, 4th Street off WV 2 0. Known as the "first
battle of the Revolution. In , Washington patented 10, acres along the Great Kanawha River. In , he had James
Cleveland and William Stevens lead colonist there. Land was cleared; orchards planted, houses built. But
when war ended, colony was gone. US 35, Southside, 8. He served in Pennsylvania, the Virginias, and
Maryland. Andrew Waggener, hero of Craney Island in the War of , and others who were prominent in early
history. Point Pleasant, WV 62 and 9th Street, 0. Formed in from Kanawha, Mason, and Wood. Jesse Hughes,
noted Indian fighter, spent his declining years in the county where he is buried. US 33 missing Title: Formed
in from Cabell, Mason and Kanawha. Israel Putnam, a Revolutionary War hero. The county is cut by trails
made by American bison to the Ohio River. Its oldest town, Buffalo, is named for them. US 35 missing Title:
WV 62 missing Title: It became a line of defense between the English and French during the French and
Indian War, Named for the river, called by the Iroquois the "Beautiful River. Once part of the Northwest
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Territory. Settled at Marietta, Admitted to the Union, Home of 8 United States Presidents. Organized a DAR
chapter in ; lobbied for state purchase of Point Pleasant battlefield; and for Congress to recognize site as first
battle of Revolution. She died 27 October Silver Bridge Collapse County: Name credited to aluminum
colored paint used. First eye-bar suspension bridge of its type in US. Rush hour collapse on 15 December ,
resulted in 31 vehicles falling into river, killing 46 and injuring 9. Failed eye-bar joint and weld identified as
cause. Resulted in Congressional passage of national bridge inspection standards in Main Street, Point
Pleasant Title:
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Mason, Texas, was a crossroads for future Civil War generals. After the Mexican War and the annexation of
Texas by the United States, the population of the state began to increase rapidly, but the increasing numbers
were crowded into a limited area because Indians controlled the majority of the state. To open new areas and
provide protection for settlers, in the United States War Department authorized a line of army forts from the
Rio Grande to the Red River. Hardee, assisted by Richard Austin Howard , on July 6, Hardee left the actual
establishment of the post to Bvt. Merrill and companies A and B of the Second Dragoons. The post was most
likely named either for Lt. Mason, who was killed at Brownsville during the Mexican War, or for Gen.
Richard Barnes Mason, who died only a year before the fort was established. During the next ten years, or
until the beginning of the Civil War , the fort played an important part in settlement of the area. Settlers at first
stayed close to the fort, but as the aggressive attitude of the military became apparent, additional settlers
located farther from the post. The Indians-Kiowas, Lipan Apaches, and Comanches-were driven farther away
and began making fewer raids into the settlements. The fort was closed several times during that decade, first
in January It was reoccupied by Company A, First Dragoons, from March to May and was occupied by
various companies of the Second United States Cavalry from January 14, , to March 29, , when it passed into
the hands of the secessionists. Albert Sidney Johnston in command. Twenty officers stationed at Fort Mason
before the Civil War became generals. Twelve fought for the Confederacy, eight for the Union. Kirby Smith,
George H. Hardee, and Philip St. Fort Mason was designated regimental headquarters for the Second Cavalry
several times. For a short period during the Confederate Army held men prisoner, mostly civilians accused of
being Union sympathizers, in the fort. During August they were marched to Austin. Indian depredations
during the Civil War and immediately afterward were worse than they had ever been. The area was terrorized
by killings, thefts, and nuisance raids. Texas state troops and minutemen had been unable to cope with the
problem. John Porter Hatch was the commanding officer. The fort was repaired and improved through the use
of civilian artisans and military labor. Reconstruction lawlessness also affected military personnel; a large
number of desertions and courts-martial were reported. Cavalry were replaced with soldiers from the
Thirty-fifth Infantry over a period of time. The last inspection of the fort occurred on January 13, The report
listed twenty-five buildings, mostly vacant and in need of repair; only sixty-nine men were present. The order
to close the fort was carried out on March 23, During the state of Texas organized several companies of
frontier forces. Hunter, later county judge of Mason County, was in command for most of that year. During
the next year the forces were disbanded or moved, and for the last time the fort was closed. Although the fort
buildings and land became private property, the rock buildings were gradually dismantled by local citizens.
Many early homes in the town of Mason contained material from the fort. Many people contributed and
assisted in the building. Today, this building belongs to the Mason County Historical Society. Margaret
Bierschwale, Fort Mason, Texas Cavalry in Texas Hillsboro, Texas: Hill Junior College Press,
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The fort reached its maximum population in Jan , when the headquarters and companies B, C, D, G, H, and I of the 2nd
U.S. Cavalry were all stationed there, with Colonel Albert Sidney Johnston in command.

We walked pretty much the entire thing and got tons of awesome photos. You could get a great view of
Golden Gate Bridge, Alcatraz, and all the piers. Fun fact - this was an old military base and there is so much
history here! My favorite part of the visit was simply taking a seat on a park bench and enjoying the scenery
and good conversation with my friend. There is a giant lawn so if a cozy blanket on the grass is more your
thing, do it! Beautiful place to get nice views and and pics. We took our fur babies out and they loved it! There
always seems to be plenty of parking which is nice. For the most part our children just laid In the grass and
enjoyed the view. I even saw people sunbathing All in all, a cute spot with lots of grassy areas! Remember to
clean up after your dog! I could not love this park more! It gets rather busy on weekends, especially with large
groups of tourists on bikes, but is absolutely worth the trek. Beautiful scenery overlooking the bay and
well-kempt lawns and paths. Nice farmers market on Sunday morning, a lot of fresh and organic vegetables,
fruits, and foods. I came to shop this place every Sunday. Go to the Maritime Museum if you can, or just walk
along the bay and see the sights. Alcatraz and the piers are right there; the bridge is a bit farther but visible
from the top of the hill. There are historical markers, paths, etc. We still had a great time walking and
exploring. Plenty of walkers, bikers, and dogs joined us. Beautiful park with great views of the Golden Gate
Bridge and other historical landmarks. People laid out on the lawn enjoying the nice weather. We came in
March and they have a weekly event called "off the grid" where vendors meet customers wants. There is live
music and photos ops. Such an awesome and inviting environment. Such a nice open space next to the park
and open water. There are a few stores here hidden I recommend you check out the book store! Also, Fridays
off the grid is here and food is amazing. Parking for fort mason can be packed, but easy to find. I would
recommend any one to check out this unique gem in SF! I know little to nothing about the history of Fort
Mason, except that the area was once an old army base. The barracks and other official buildings have been
divided into a large public venue with shops, places to eat, pavilion and even a hostel. I became aware of this
park only recently when my boyfriend and I were attending the "Eat Drink SF" yearly festival. We walked
upward onto the long, steep driveway to enter the a lush grove of trees and other foliage to enter the park
itself. Many locals and tourists alike milled about the park hiking on foot or bicycles. Dogs were allowed as
they ran about enjoying the expansive lawn areas. We also saw people flying kites, sitting on park benches,
and just resting in the grass. We were tired from trekking up the hill and decided to take a short rest before
proceeding to the festival. The view was very panoramic as I looked across the horizon at all the San
Francisco buildings and high rises including the Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco Bay, and sail boats
crossing the water. The view was beautiful and even humbling! From our upper position at the park, there is a
steep stairway that leads you down to the Fort Mason buildings or up, depending on which direction you are
taking. This is where we traveled to get to the Festival Pavilions destination. Not only was the view
breathtaking, but so was our hike, but well worth taking the path, and definitely a good work out for those who
are older and out of shape like we are. A nice park to relax, people watch and enjoy the scenery Beautiful
views and fund raisers going on one day. We walked off the beaten path and stumbled upon an old canon that
use to protect the bay. Must stop and enjoy the scenery. What a fun and exciting day for acknowledging
awareness. Took the shuttle from the Bill Graham Center to get here which was nice. It is a free ride for all
those attending the walk today. The ride was short but much appreciated. Got to Fort Mason fairly early. There
were not a lot of people there around 8: Firs thing, check in was easy because it is designated by last name.
While checking in a made a donation as well. You cannot help but want to. After checking I then went over to
get my shirt for the walk. I did not have any purple shirts because I am not a big purple wearing clothes kind
of person but the situation got figured out. After that, it was time to get hydrated. Everyone was given water
bottles for the walk so it made since to fill up early at the stations. Once the bottles were filled my team
headed over to the refreshment table. I was hungry so I grabbed a chocolate chip muffin and a bagel. Once I
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had food we all proceeded to go around to all the booths setup and inquire with all the sponsors and vendors
present. After thirty minutes of mingling with other walkers the festivities began. There were a couple of
testimonies followed by a flower ceremony. Let me go back a bit to enlighten everyone on this topic. Once
you have checked in here you go over to the promise flower area. There are 4 different flowers that you can
choose from. Purple is for someone who has lost a loved one to the disease. Now, back to the ceremony. It was
an experience that really touches your heart in a way that is just amazing. After the ceremony there was 5
minutes remaining till walk time. Everyone began to walk over to the start line. My team was in the back so
we were not in any hurry to be first. Once the whistled sounded that the walk had begun everyone was in full
walk, trot, and speed walk mode. It was cool to see all the teams with their team signs. It just made this whole
experience very personal and fun. Usually when talking about diseases and personal loss it can become very
painful but an event like this truly does raise awareness and promotes continued research and support around
the disease. The constant encouragement along the trail was cool. The weather was also perfect for today. The
sun was out and the people were abundant throughout the walk. The walk was just a great event for me to
attend. I am happy for all the people that came out today to support this event and this cause. I wish they had
more events like this. The open area and all the green really created a warm atmosphere. I commend the staff
and the volunteered that helped make today such an incredible experience not only for me but for everyone
that it exceptional. Fort Mason is an old military base and it looks like one. It was built with the total lack of
imagination that the US military is so famous for. It is as drab as any other military base. There are four
barracks style buildings surrounded by blacktop and three buildings built on piers that extend out into the bay.
The piers look old and dingy. The guard building on the way in makes you feel like you are entering the realm
of the third Reich. Parking can be an abortion. On the flip side, all of the things listed above give Fort Mason a
certain charm. The buildings are Spanish style with white walls and tile roofs. The "janky" appearance of the
piers also lends a very subtle charm. At the top of the stairway to hell is an expansive park with breathtaking
views of the bay, marina and Golden Gate Bridge.
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Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Stack-Vaughn Company, ,
There are any number of books dealing with the Lincoln County War. Leon Metz has also written a biography
of John Wesley Hardin. Many of the German faction had obtained American citizenship prior to the outbreak
of violence. Others were born in the United States. Emil Friedrich Wurzbach, whose family had come to
Texas in , was nicknamed Dutch by both his friends and family. John Ringo was known by one contemporary
as Dutch Ringo, a nickname more accurate in his case due to his Walloon Dutch ancestry. Meed, Texas
Wanderlust College Station: University of Nebraska Notes Press, , 5â€”7. State House Press, , et seq.
Sonnichsen, Ten Texas Feuds Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, , When Lieutenant George W.
Campbell and Company B of the Rangers began investigating the troubles with the intention of breaking up
the vigilante committee, the mob sent strong protests to Coke. Coke responded by having the company
disbanded based strictly upon the protests. Jones failed to go to the region to investigate independently and the
murders continued. DeArment, Bravo of the Brazos Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, , 97â€”
Sonnichsen, Ten Texas Feuds, Galveston News, January 23, Austin Daily Democratic Statesman, May 21,
Kirchberger, The French Revolution: An Eyewitness History New York: Facts on File, Inc. Privately
published, , 3. Hereafter cited as Ernst Jordan. Hereafter cited as German Texans. The group apparently did
not realize that they had not purchased any land, but rather the right to put settlers on the land. There were also
disadvantages to the grant itself. In addition to being too You are not currently authenticated. View freely
available titles:
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9: Project MUSE - The Mason County "Hoo Doo" War,
Fort Mason was established on July 6, , in present-day Mason County, www.enganchecubano.com was named in honor
of George Thomson Mason, a United States Army second lieutenant killed in the Thornton Affair during the
Mexican-American War near Brownsville, April 25,

Hardee and surveyor Richard Austin Howard. Merrill, [7] along with companies A and B of the Second
Dragoons, established the fort itself. Originally part of Gillespie County , Mason County was named for the
fort when it was established in Comanche chief Katemcy at one point turned over two white captives aged 11
and 12, and again bringing them back when the captives ran away from the fort to reunite with the
Comanches. Albert Sidney Johnston in command. Thomas , Innis N. Palmer , George Stoneman , R. Johnson,
Kenner Garrard , and Philip St. Field , William P. Phifer , Fitzhugh Lee , E. Kirby Smith , Robert E. Secession
is nothing but revolution. In , the CSA held men prisoner, who were transferred to Austin in Indian
depredations had increased during the Civil War and were worse when the army returned. By January 13, , 25
buildings, either unoccupied or in poor shape, remained, with less than 70 soldiers. The order to close the fort
was carried out on March 23, During , the state of Texas organized several companies of frontier forces.
Hunter, later county judge of Mason County. A restoration of the fort began in Today, the fort belongs to the
Mason County Historical Society.
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